
行程细节

线路名称：巴塞南法循环线（PurpleLine-EN）

游览国家：Germany Switzerland France Spain

上下车地点：

Joining Points: 1.Frankfurt; Departure Time:08:00; Address:Am Hauptbahnhof,auf

Mannheimerstr. 60329 Frankfurt. 2.Zurich; Departure Time:14:30; Address:Stadthausquai 17

8001 Zürich, Schweiz.

住宿：4 stars hotel

导游：English guide

行程安排：Frankfurt - Zurich - lucerne - Geneva - annecy - valance - avignon - Barcelona -

montpellier - Lyon - Dijon - colma - Frankfurt

 第1天Frankfurt - Zurich - lucerne  

    
 行程概述  

  

We departure from Frankfurt at 8 a.m to Zurich,which has for years ranked among
the world’s top cities in terms of quality of life.See the sights including【
Grossmünster】,【Zurich Lake】,【Bahnhof street】,after a delight time,we drive to
Luzern and continue our journey at【Chapel Bridge】【Lion Monument】.
Overnight in Luzern or nearby.

 

 上团地点  

  
Joining Points: 1.Frankfurt; Departure Time:08:00; Address:Am Hauptbahnhof,auf
Mannheimerstr. 60329 Frankfurt. 2.Zurich; Departure Time:14:30;
Address:Stadthausquai 17 8001 Zürich, Schweiz.

 

    
    
    
    

 餐饮：Breakfast: self-care lunch: self-care dinner: self-care  
    

 酒店住宿：Overnight in Luzern or nearby.  
    
    

 第2天lucerne - Geneva - annecy - Valence  



    
 行程概述  

  

After breakfast,we are going to visit Geneva,Geneva is linked to Europe's capital
cities by its international airport, motorways and railway network.The European
seat of the UNO and headquarters of the Red Cross is known as the .We will visit 【
Lake Geneva】【Palace of Nations】【flower clock】.Then proceed to the 【
Amnassi】,a little town in the south of France, which is Nicknamed the “Pearl of
French Alps” and is one of the most beautiful towns in the Alps.Overnight stay in
Valence or nearby.

 

 上团地点  

  
Joining Points: 1.Luzern; Departure Time:08:30; Address:Bahnhofplatz 1, 6003
Luzern, Schweiz. 2.Geneva; Departure Time:13:00; Address:Place des Nations,
1202 Genève, Switzerland.

 

    
    
    
    

 餐饮：Breakfast: hotel lunch: self-care dinner: self-care  
    

 酒店住宿：Overnight stay in Valence or nearby  
    
    

 第3天valance - avignon - Barcelona  

    
 行程概述  

  

Enjoy a scenic drive today to Avignon,one of the few French cities to have
preserved its ramparts,became a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1995. Despite the
fact that Avignon becomes an immense stage during the summer, theatrical activity
carries on all through the year.Today we will visit【Avignon Cathedral】【Rocher
des Doms】【Palace of the Popes】【Pont Saint-Bénézet】.Overnight stay in
Barcelona or nearby.

 

    
    
    
    

 餐饮：Breakfast: hotel lunch: self-care dinner: self-care  
    

 酒店住宿：Overnight stay in Barcelona or nearby.  
    
    

 第4天Barcelona  

    
 行程概述  



  

Thanks to the rich and varied heritage in Barcelona, visitors will be able to discover
everything the city has to offer.After breakfast we will visit【Park Güell】【Placa
Portal de la Pau】【Port Olímpic】 【Casa Mila】and【Montjuic Stadium】which
was the main stadium for the 1992 Summer Olympics.Overnight stay in Barcelona
or nearby.

 

 上团地点  
  Joining Points: Barcelona ; Departure Time:09:00; Address:Park Güell  
    
    
    
    

 餐饮：Breakfast: hotel lunch: self-care dinner: self-care  
    

 酒店住宿：Overnight stay in Barcelona or nearby.  
    
    

 第5天Barcelona - montpellier  

    
 行程概述  

  

Today we will visit the most extraordinary personal interpretation of Gothic
architecture since the Middle Ages,【La Sagrada Família】.We could enjoy the time
that was shocked by Gaudí’s talent.Then we move on 【Las Ramblas】,it is a
tree-lined pedestrian street,and is a vibrant and lively promenade filled with
Barcelona ambience at its best.Then we will have a rest at【Plaça Catalunya】.
Overnight stay in Montpellier or nearby。

 

 上团地点  

  
Joining Points: Barcelona ; Departure Time:9:30; Address:La Sagrada Família
Barcelona ; Departure Time:15:00;Address:Plaça Catalunya (if do not tour
Barcelona)

 

    
    
    
    

 餐饮：Breakfast: hotel lunch: self-care dinner: self-care  
    

 酒店住宿：Overnight stay in Montpellier or nearby.  
    
    

 第6天Montepllier - Lyon - Dijon  

    
 行程概述  



  

After breakfast we drive to Lyon,visiting the classic and romantic【Vieux Lyon/Old
Lyon】【Place Bellecour】and【Primatiale St-Jean】.Later we arriving in historical
city - Dijon,the city has retained varied architectural styles from many of the main
periods of the past millennium,including【Palace of the Dukes and the States of
Burgundy】【Church of Notre-Dame of Dijon】and【Place de la Libération】.
Overnight stay in Dijon or nearby.

 

 上团地点  
  Joining Points: Lyon ; Departure Time:11:30; Address:Place Bellecour 69002 Lyon.  
    
    
    
    

 餐饮：Breakfast: hotel lunch: self-care dinner: self-care  
    

 酒店住宿：Overnight stay in Dijon or nearby.  
    
    

 第7天Dijon - Colmar - Frankfurt  

    
 行程概述  

  
If you’re looking to explore the Alsace region, you have to start with fairy-tale【
Colmar】!We will enjoy a wonderful time with traditional half-timbered houses, an
abundance of overflowing flower pots and uneven cobblestone streets,then we
return to Frankfurt and our memorable tour ends here.

 

    
    
    
    

 餐饮：Breakfast: hotel lunch: self-care dinner: self-care  
    

 酒店住宿：  
    
    

费用说明

Expense Explanation

1.Included：

1）A twin room ( for two person) in four-star hotel listed in the itinerary,accommodation on
your last day is excluded.

2）Breakfast is served daily at the hotel, tour guide will assist you with the arrangement of
other dining .



3）Tour guide & professional driver services.(guide will not enter the inside of the attractions) 

4）Coach with air conditioner.

1）All items of personal nature,optional activities and any other item(s) not included in our
itinerary.

(Such as:the handling fee, storage fee and overweight of the baggage items;

2）Personal expenses(such as:tel,fax,pay-TV service,laundry,drinks,restaurant boiled
water,etc.)

3）Personal travel insurance.

4）Lunch / Dinner.Guide will give some suggestiones.

5）Tips and gratuities to drivers and guides；

6）Single room supplement(50€/pax/night)；

8）Additional accommodation on the last day or the day before the beginning :

Frankfurt--Twin room: €45/Pax  (Single room): €70/Pax

                    Luzern--Twin room: €70/Pax    (Single room):€120/Pax

                    Barcelona--Twin room:€50/Pax  (Single room):€80/Pax

                    Valence-Twin room: €45/Pax  (Single room):€70/Pax

                    Montpellier-Twin room: €50/Pax  (Single room):€80/Pax

Dijon-Twin room: €50/Pax  (Single room):€80/Pax

 

Recommended activities (at self expense)

Ticket for scenic spots

La Sagrada Família
15,00 €
22,00 € including Audioguide
(Please make a Reservation for 9:30 in
advance)

Palacio del Flamenco 45,00 €

La Pedrera (Casa Mila)

22,00 € for adult
16,50 € for student
11,00 € for 7-12 years
Free € for 0-6 years
P.S. it will be 3,00 € per person higher on
spot.

Meals



Local speciality seafood meal 20,00 - 30,00 €
Chinese lunch/dinner(Standard group
meal:five dishes with one soup) 10,00 - 12,00 €

Tips for drivers and guides
Each guest provides a minimum tip to
the driver every day 2,00 € (3,00 € in switzerland )

Each guest provides a minimum tip to a
tour guide every day 2,00 € (3,00 € in switzerland )

The above is only the reference price,if the price is adjusted,please according to the
adjusted price.On the principle of voluntariness, the tour guide must not force the
guests to participate.


